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6
Conclusion

In these chapters we investigated whether we could use embodied evolution and

environmental pressure to evolve the behaviour of aggregating into organisms

when the environment calls for it and to dis-aggregate when the environment is

no longer beneficial for organisms.

From the results presented we can conclude that yes we can use these

techniques to evolve aggregation and dis-aggregation behaviours. We found

that the magnitude of the advantage for organisms does not matter for their

emergence, even a small advantage was enough for the emergence of them. The

two different environments supplied an advantage for harvesting energy in a

different manner, however, we still see similar trends with regards to organism

size and age. Second, using embodied evolution the aggregation behaviour

is reversible if the environment calls for it. This means that using the same
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

evolutionary mechanism we can adapt to changing circumstances.

Interestingly we found that evolution does not seem to change strategy

if it is not needed. In Chapter 5 areas beneficial for organisms and areas

disadvantageous for organisms were separated by neutral areas. In these neutral

areas the strategies of the robots did not change with regards to the area they

were in before. E.g. after an area advantageous for organisms the robots remain

in organisms, while after a disadvantageous area they remain solo.

Looking back at the development of this system we found that engineering

the environment is of crucial importance and non trivial. During development

we changed the environments several times and needed to tweak the numbers

to make the system viable. Essentially part of the problem of designing a good

fitness function was shifted to designing a suitable environment.

Although our algorithm works well in the results discussed in these chapters

engineering the environment is of crucial importance. In unpublished results

we tried to create an environment which changed more gradually and slowly

(e.g. in evolutionary time) than the one in Chapter 5. However, in this case

evolution found an optimal organism size and the swarm did not adapt to the

changing circumstances, on the other hand the evolutionary algorithm did find

the optimal organism size, so from that perspective the algorithm succeeded. It

is our hypothesis that the abrupt changes in the environment used in Chapter 5

provide much more pressure to change than the gradual changes used in these

experiments.

Another comment that needs to be made here is that the shape (or morphol-

ogy) of the organisms in these scenarios were unimportant and was not under

evolutionary control, it sufficed to create a blob of multiple robots. Different

shapes did not have any difference in their ability to move or overcome obstacles.

This is mainly because the simulation is in 2D, in a 3D environment shape

matters much more.
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